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Conveners Corner 

By T. Michael Rock, Convener, Illuman of Minnesota 

The Minnesota Chapter of Illuman has been organized since 2005. We have 

a group of amazing brothers committed to our mission of Men Transforming 

Men.  

We have the privilege of hosting an MROP in Sandstone, MN on the last 

week of June in odd-numbered years. It is the core event of our chapter and 

it feeds the soul of our community. Holding the stories of the men who 

gather under our tent on the soft grass and in the shade of red pines and 

solar panels centers us for the work we do. Paying attention to the depths of 

Grindstone Lake and the wilderness that stretches through forest, swamp, 

and prairie continues to invite each of us into our Journey of Illumination. 

We acknowledge that our site sits on Dakota Land, stolen by white settlers, 

and that we have been the perpetrators of violence on this land, in our 

families, and in our world for far too long.  

Here in the North Star State, we are blessed by the variety of seasons as our 

great teachers. The deep freeze of the north and the sacred cycle of dying is 

one of our greatest sources of wisdom. We hold a winter retreat each year 

and invite our brothers onto the land of ice and snow. We light fires, laugh 

and cry, and tell stories of our dying and the wisdom it brings. There is also 

an invitation to sauna and dip into the frozen lake or a roll in the snow to 

remind us that our bodies hold the divine story of sacrifice and hope.  

As I write this article, we are getting those first hints of springtime in the 

mud and muck of the earth coming back to life. The sound of a bird on the 

wind is such a gift after snow-covered ground has been unyielding for the 

past four months. To witness the budding crocus and the grace of the lady 

slipper is a wonderful springtime ritual. Our brothers take to the land and 

feel the energy of the sap roaring up and down the veins of the maple tree. 

We find ourselves drawn to the lakes and streams that are coming to life and 

are reminded again of this journey of letting go.  

The summer swelter is something we all know in this part of the world. 

Humid days and cool, star-filled nights become teachers. Our eyes adjust to 

these long days of work and play. In the off years, without an MROP, we still 

go to Sandstone for our summer retreat and reconnect in ritual, Council, and 

story. Returning to the circle that called to us at our MROP or Firming Event 

is a practice of many brothers in our chapter. They are reminders of being 
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held in love by the more-than-human world and all the work we have left to 

do. It isn’t a romantic gesture, but one of knowing and being known.  

We turn in the fall to the challenge of letting go and the teachings of the 

West. It is a humbling season as October can bring sudden wind and snow 

and our gardens can die overnight. Our trees will drop leaves all at once and 

leave our sky and our story naked and vulnerable. The uneasy transition into 

winter is our great humility and why so many of us are drawn to our men’s 

work. Let us face this trauma together.  

This is the story of the Minnesota Chapter of Illuman. We are carrying this 

story along with brothers all over the world. We carry Council all over the 

northern part of the country. We have engaged in national Council work. We 

have invited a group of brothers into our own Eldering Cohort, called 

Howling with the Loon. We have humbly and graciously opened ourselves to 

the ongoing story of transformation in body, mind, and soul.  

 


